These custom web links, like call forwarding on your telephones, will take you directly to the original
mainstream news articles, publications, press conferences, speeches, and/or newscasts exposing the COVID
fraud. With the current false 'fact-checking' and extreme censorship by Facebook, YouTube, Google, Twitter
etc., a way was needed to, hopefully, by-pass censorship algorithms to get the truth out. This 2-page pdf
document can be sent electronically (email, text etc.) or printed and placed in peoples' mailboxes.
All links must begin with ' www.tinyurl.com/' then add the custom link to it.
Example: 'truenews1' -----> type in your browser 'www.tinyurl.com/truenews1'
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Brief Description
Public Health Ontario Epidemiologic Summary for COVID-19 in Ontario from January 12,
2020 to April 22, 2020. Please scroll to page 12 and read the first bullet point to learn how the
authorities are determining the true death rate of COVID-19 fatalities. Question: Is this honest
or dishonest?
Article on the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) website. Scroll down to subheading "if you
test positive" and read, very carefully, the first bullet point. Question: Why would they use a
test that does not detect COVID-19.
Peer-reviewed study on infectivity of asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 carriers. Read conclusion
and you will see the asymptomatic (aka. healthy people) are NOT spreading COVID-19
2010 Rockerfeller Foundation official publication, "Scenarios for the Future of Technology and
International Development." These are imaginary scenarios that would allow for the
installation of more top-down global authoritarian governance. Please read all of the "Lock
Step" scenario beginning on page 18. It is exactly what is happening today, all the way down to
contact tracing, temperature guns on the forehead, and non-medical masking. This is the plan.
(see truenews23 and look at the founding partners. You'll see the Rockerfeller Foundation)
The Highwire. See a live mask test proving they are ineffective and unhealty
The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons website. Proper, accurate masking
scientific facts. (please see truenews35 for simply infographic)
A screenshot of City Pulse news (CP24) stating Government wanting ownership stake in
businesses taking bridge financing to get through lockdown while trans-national megacorporations are allowed to stay open. Only under communism does the state own businesses.
Newsweek article: Sunlight destroys SARS-CoV-2 on surfaces according to the CDC. (Please
see truenews10 for direct link to the Journal of Infectious Diseases this article is based on.
Journal of Infectious Diseases report: "...sunlight kills it in 6.8 minutes." (see abstract)
US Supreme Court press conference by top front-line doctors dealing with COVID-19 patients
everyday exposing the real truth about COVID. This is the press conference that was censored
by Google, Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter.
SECOND US Supreme Court press conference by top front-line doctors dealing with COVID19 patients everyday exposing the real truth about COVID.
Fox News clip. The day after DC Front Line Doctors were censored by Big Tech.
Scan of Statement of Claim filed in Ontario Superior Court July 6, 2020. Largest Canadian
Constitutional legal challenge in Canadian history against all levels of government, Chief
Medical Officers, and CBC news for the Lockdown. Trudeau, Ford, Tory mentioned by name.
Official Press Release for the above legal challenge with lawyer on file, Rocco Galati. Note:
Zero media coverage.
An important interview with lawyer, Rocco Galati, laying out the case to help understand all
the crimes committed and why.
BBC article discussing immunity passports (microchipping) due to COVID-19.
Tweet from Mississauga, Ontario mayor, Bonnie Crombie addressing all the mayors from
Canada, American and across the world who attended a seminar with Bill Gates teaching
telling them what public policy should be on the pandemic. Mayors have done exactly what
this courses says to do. Thus, are no representing the citizenry, but unelected wealthy elites.
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Bloomberg Harvard: City Leadership Initiative - Domestic policy training course for mayors
on how to get through COVID-19 (from their globalist perspective). Look through the FAQs
section and pay attention to some of the questions posed by mayors.
Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is the cure for COVID-19 as per the DC front line doctors press
conference at the U.S. Supreme Court. However, it seems to be curing more than COVID. This
link is to a 2017 study where a brain cancer patient was cured. Question: If HCQ cures COVID
and cancer (plus others possibly) then Big Pharma would lose trillions. No wonder they
censored these doctors.
NBC News article - new COVID vaccine trial using `pinch and a zap` because it is changing
our DNA.
Peer reviewed article on a new medical intervention called `syringe injectionable electronics`.
(Look at the diagrams. Note how they are administered in the same manner as COVID vaccine
trial in the NBC News article above).
ID2020.org explaining the objective of injecting microchips into the general population. Note
the founding partners Microsoft and Rockerfeller Foundation (who published the Lockstep
plan in 2010 - see truenews4)
The UK Telegraph - tens of thousands of Coronavirus tests double-counted.
President of Tanzania who originally exposed the WHO COVID-19 test kit as being faulty and
giving false positives to more than just humans.
Dr. Sherri Tenpenny providing powerful scientific proof masking does not stop transmission of
COVID and is unsafe. Dr. Tenpenny is world renowned.
The Highwire news segment - Why the DC front line doctors put their careers on the line to tell
the truth about COVID-19 and the cure, Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ).
Sara Cunial, MP speech at the Rome government. In the context of the pandemic, she called
for Bill Gates to be arrested and charged for crimes against humanity.
A short clip of the impact of the lockdown measures on children.
Ontario MPP Randy Hillier calling out the Ontario Tories (Ford) for their egregious power
grab over the citizenry
A short clip emphasizing why we must not let a brand new, untested COVID-19 vaccine which
permanently changes our DNA be forced into all humans. Especially, when there recovery rate
for COVID-19 is 99.7 per cent AND there is a cure (HCQ) that acts as a prophylactic, as well.
A speech from a teacher at Queen`s Park, Toronto on May 30, 2020 that is now proving true 6
months into the lockdown.
Health Canada's 'Covid 19' Official numbers. Scroll to `Figure 4. Age & gender distribution of
COVID-19 cases hospitalized`. Where it says hospitalized, click the drop menu and change it
to `deceased`. Then look at the chart. There is one death for children under 19. Yet, that one
case was from other illnesses, not COVID (see truenews34 below). Question: Should we be
destroying the economy, stripping human rights, and harming our children for a virus that has a
99.7 per cent recovery rate!
Public Health Ontario COVID-19 infection of Children. Read last bullet point on page 1, and
first sub-bullet point on page 2 explaining the previous bullet. ZERO deaths of children caused
by COVID.
Excellent infographic showing why masks, even surgical masks, cannot protect from viruses
due to particle sizes.
Toronto's top public health official wants city to consider quarantine facility for COVID
patients.
Newshub: All New Zealand's confirmed COVID-19 cases to be put in quarantine facilities
from now on.
A picture is worth a thousand words. Just take a quick look.
MUST SEE!! Interview with Australians under the new lockdown measures. Canada is a commonwealth
nation too. This is what is coming to Canada. This video could be censored soon.

